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Instructions

OVERDYE your jeans for a unique one-of-a-kind look!
One packet dyes 1-3 pairs of jeans
Overdye color and shade will vary depending on original jeans color. Full color will be most apparent on the lightest parts
of the jeans, while minimal color will appear on the darkest parts.
DIRECTIONS:

Pre-wash new jeans in hot water to remove sizing.
TOP LOADING WASHING MACHINES:
1. Set machine to longest and hottest cycle with the
lowest water level.
2. Begin cycle and add the dissolvable dye packet once
there is water in the tank.
3. Allow the dye to fully dissolve and then add jeans.
4. If possible, extend the dyeing time by resetting the
wash timer, and allow the cycle to complete.
OPTIONAL: To increase color intensity, add 1 cup salt
half-way through cycle.
FRONT LOADING WASHING MACHINES:
1. Pre-dissolve the dye packet in a jar of hot water.
2. Place jeans in washer and begin the longest and
hottest cycle with the lowest water level.
3. Once the tank has filled with water, introduce the
dissolved dye through the detergent drawer and
allow the cycle to complete.
OPTIONAL: To increase color intensity, add 1 cup
pre-dissolved salt half-way through cycle.
• For front loading machines with no drawer, simply
place the dissolvable dye packet in the washer with
jeans and run the longest, hottest cycle.
• For front loading machines with a pre-wash flush,
add the dye between the flush and wash cycles.

STOVETOP METHOD:
The hotter the dye bath gets, the more intense the
color will be. For maximum color intensity, use the
stovetop method.
NOTE: Utensils and pot used for dyeing should not be used
for food.
1. Fill a pot with enough warm water for the jeans
to move freely. Turn heat on medium.
2. Add the Jeanie soluble dye packet and stir until
fully dissolved.
3. Add jeans to the dye bath and raise temperature
to a simmer, just below boiling (185°F/85°C).
5. Maintain simmer and stir frequently for ½ hour.
OPTIONAL: To increase color intensity, add 1 cup
pre-dissolved salt after 15 minutes.
6. Turn off heat and remove the fabric from the dye
bath. Use caution and wear gloves as the fabric and
dye bath will be hot and may stain skin. Jeanie is septic and sewer safe and may be poured down the drain.
7. Wash the fabric in cool water with a mild detergent.
Dyed denim should always be laundered in cold water
with like colors.
For more information, see the “Jeanie FAQs and
Troubleshooting” document on our website:
http://www.jacquardproducts.com/jeanie.html
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To avoid residual dye in washer, remove jeans and run
an additional wash cycle once dyeing is complete.
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